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Abstract

We present measurements of the resonant microwave excitation of the Rydberg energy levels of surface state electrons on
super3uid helium. The temperature dependent line width �(T ) agrees well with theoretical predictions and is very small below
300 mK. Absorption saturation and power broadening were observed as the fraction of electrons in the 6rst excited state was
increased to 0.49, close to the thermal excitation limit of 0.5. The Rabi frequency was determined as a function of microwave
power. The experiments show that the conditions are met for the use of these states in an electronic qubit.
? 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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It has been suggested that surface state electrons on liquid
helium could be used as quantum bits, or qubits [1]. Elec-
trons are attracted by an image charge in the liquid surface.
The |0〉 and |1〉 states would be the ground (quantum num-
ber i = 1) and 6rst excited (i = 2) Rydberg states [2–4] of
electrons in this potential well, coupled by coherent reso-
nant microwaves. We present new measurements of the res-
onant interaction of millimetric microwaves with electrons
on super3uid 4He.
Power from a Gunn diode oscillator 1 was passed through

a doubler and transmitted down overmoded waveguide,
through thermal 6lters, into an experimental cell in a di-
lution refrigerator at temperatures to below 100 mK. The
electrons were held on the surface of liquid helium between
capacitor plates. The microwaves were polarised vertically
by a grid on the cavity input port and propagated horizon-
tally. Power transmitted through the cell was detected by
a low temperature InSb Putley bolometer [5]. The vertical
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holding 6eld Ez could be swept by varying the potential
between the capacitor plates. The absorption line width was
measured using sine or square wave modulation of Ez at
5 kHz.

The experimental resonant frequency f12, from current
and previous work, versus the vertical electric pressing 6eld
Ez , is shown in Fig. 1. The strong Stark eFect can be used to
tune the resonance though the frequency of the applied mi-
crowaves. The results are in good agreement with numerical
calculations of the eigenstates in the trapping potential.

The absorption line was close to the expected Lorentzian
shape [6], as shown in Fig. 2, though at low temperatures it is
convoluted with inhomogeneous broadening. A key parame-
ter for qubit performance is the line width � of the resonance.
The temperature-dependent line width �(T ) (HWHM) is
shown in Fig. 3, at a frequency of 189:6 GHz, after subtrac-
tion of the inhomogeneous line width �0 (further explana-
tions will be given elsewhere). Above 1 K, scattering from
4He vapor atoms dominates and is proportional to the vapor
pressure, while below 1 K, the scattering is from surface
waves (ripplons). The theory by Ando [7] (shown by the
solid line in Fig. 3) gives

�(T ) = AT + BNgas; (1)
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Fig. 1. The resonant absorption frequency for electrons on helium.
Squares are our results whereas circles are from Ref. [2]. The
spacing between the holding electrodes in our cell is 2 mm. The
black line is a calculation from Ref. [2].
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Fig. 2. Typical absorption line measured at 1 K using low mi-
crowave powers (189:6 GHz). (a) The derivative signal, and (b)
the numerically integrated line with a Lorentzian 6t to the data.

where the 6rst term is due to ripplon scattering and Ngas ˙
T 3=2 exp(−7:17=T ) is the number density of 4He vapour
atoms. The coeIcients A and B depend on the holding 6eld
Ez . Both inelastic and elastic collisions contribute to the line
width. Inelastic collisions produce decay of the excited state
with a lifetime = 1=(2× 2��inel) (the radiative lifetime is
estimated to be very long, ∼ 0:1 s, in this system) while
elastic collisions produce 3uctuations in the energy levels
and hence a line width �el (and also decoherence). The total
Lorentzian half-width � = �inel + �el. The new experimen-
tal measurements are in good agreement with previous data
above 1:2 K [2] and lie close to the theoretical values shown
by the solid line.

Experimentally, at low powers, the line width is inde-
pendent of the microwave power. As the power increases,
the absorption line broadens and the absorption saturates,
due to the 6nite occupancy of the excited state. As the
microwave power increases, stimulated absoprtion and
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Fig. 3. The temperature dependent half-width at low powers
(189:6 GHz). The squares are our results, while the circles are
from Ref. [2]. The black line is the calculation by Ando [7].

emission is balanced by the decay rate 1= from the excited
state. The thermal equilibrium value for the excited fraction
n2 =R=(1+2R) at resonance, where R is the resonant ex-
citation rate, with a limit of n2 = 0:5. The Rabi frequency at
maximum power was found to be of the order of 300 MHz.
Power saturation and broadening have been observed exper-
imentally and the results will be presented elsewhere.

These Rydberg states have very highQ-factors, at least on
bulk helium. Below 0:3 K, the ratio of f12=(2�) is very high
and should be over 2×105 below 100 mK. Excitation levels
close to the thermal equilibrium maximum can be readily
achieved. The experiments show that the conditions are met
for the use of these states as electronic qubits, though many
challenges remain in implementing this system [8]. Further
details will be presented elsewhere.
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